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INTRODUCTION 
Probably the most profound problem confronting the statistical 
analysis of an experiment is the size of the experimental error •. The 
efficiency of an experiment is directly affected by the size of the 
experimental error, because the larger, the error the more the experimental 
efficiency is reduced. 
Improvement of experimental efficiency can only come from a considera-
tion of the fact0rs whi@h contribute to the error. In experiments in which 
animals are used errors arise from variation due to age, weight, sex, 
previous treatments, genetic effects and any other variants which may be 
present. Also errors in the determination of the characteristic being 
measured contribute to the experimental error. 
An attempt is usually made to reduce the effects of the inherent 
variation by one or more of the following methods: (1) the selection of 
homogeneous animals to reduce the varlll.tion between units; (2) the 
stratification of units into sub-populations of similar individuals; (3) 
the use of covariance analysis; ana (4) by increasing the numbers used. 
The increase in numbers dclf(UI not reduce tb.e experimental error, but will 
increase the efficiency ef an experiment due to an increase in the degrees 
of freedom. Also larger numbers will reduce the standard error of the 
mean. However, large numbers are often impossible in large animal resear@h 
dQe to their expense and the lack of available facilities. 
l 
Monozygotic twins have an identical genotype, they develop in the 
same uterus contemporaneously, they are born in the same year and they 
share a conmon post-natal envirorunent. Hence some known sources of 
variation are not present in the error variance when monozygotic twins 
are used for experimental purposes. This reduces the error and increases 
the efficiency of the experiment. For this reason considerable interest 
has developed in the .use of monozygotic @attle twins for experimental 
purposes during the past few years. 
Monozygotic twins in sheep are rare; however, the frequently 
pre- and post-natal envirenment contemporaneously. Therefore, like-sexed 
twin lambs, when sele@ted within a limited weight range at a particular 
weight, should rea©t more alike than randomly selected like=sexed lambs 
of the same weight when both groups are selected simultaneously and 
treated similarly. It is the purpose of this study to estimate the twin 
,fficiency values of lambs for some characteristics, and therefore establish 
the worth of twin lambs as experimental units. The efficiency values of the 
seiected like~sexed twin 11.mbs estimated in this study were for average 
I 
daily gain, car~ass grade and @arcass yield. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Lillie (1916, 1917) and Keller and Tandler (1916) aroused interest 
in twins by their well known studies with free-martins . Both believed 
in the occurrence of identical twins in cattle but found them very rare. 
Lillie (1916) described a homosexual twin case in which only one ovary 
was present when the uterus was received from the slaughter floor, and 
it contained no corpus luteum. Lillie (1923) found one corpus luteum for 
two embryos once in 126 twin cases. He concluded that both of these cases 
were probably monozygot ic twins. 
Gowen (1922) made an inquiry into the sex ratios of twin pairs and 
concluded that identical twins are rarely or never produced in cattle. 
However, Lush (1924) observed a pair of yearling Brahman X Hereford bull 
twins which he termed apparently identical, Also Lush (1929) described a 
pair of Jersey twins apparently identical; both even dropped the i r first 
calf on the same day. 
Much work has been done since in an attempt to devise a satisfactory 
method to diagnose monozygotic twin pairs. Bonnier and Hansson (1946) 
claimed that muzzle prints were one of the most useful criteria in the 
diagnos is of monozygous twins. However, Hancock (1949) pointed out that 
many dizygotic sets showed no greater differences than the mos t similar 
.monozygotic sets. Hancock (1954) concluded that in a population of mainly 
Jersey breeding, in which other more suitable methods of diagnosis are 
available, muzzle prints are of little additional value. 
3 
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Han@ack 0949) st~ted that whorls in the hair pattern were valuable 
in the diagnosis only when they showed features which were unusual in the 
general population. 
Bonnier and Hansson (1946), Donald !1 !];, (1951) and Johansson and 
Venge (1951) worked with spotted breeds and ©on@luded that white spotting 
was useful in diagnosis of m~no~ygous twins. However, Han©o©k (1949) 
worked with twins of Jersey breeding and considered this ©hara@ter of 
little use. Als@ he noted that pigmentation patterns on the bare or 
sligh,tly hairy ~reas of the skin were espe@i@.lly useful in the d.iagill®Sis~ 
Stormont!£. al. (1945) and Stormont (1950) des@ribed thirty-eight 
d~finite antigens in the erythro@ytes of @attleo These antigeni© fa©tors 
can determine if a twin pair is not monozygous and is presently the fiJ:Wl 
step in the analysis ef a twin pair for zygosityo Yet Stormont (1954) 
stated that no kn~n test er group of tests will differenti~te with 
absolute ©ertainty all monozygo~s and di~ygous twin sets from ~©h othero 
FreliJluen@y of Twinning in Domesti© Animals 
Many workers have reported on the twinning conditions in ©attle and 
sheep. In general, dairy ©attle twin more fre1uently than beef ©attle, 
and farm breems of sheep twin more freiiJtuently than range breeds. Swine 
give birth te litters and, therefore, are @lassified as a multiparous 
animal. Consequently, few investigations on the twinning ©ondition in 
swine have been reported. 
Lamb (1935) @al©ul~ted the maltiple birth ratio for the five 
principal dairy breeds ~nd f~~nd ~n average of one multiple birth per 
3i.41 single births in a study of 940 @alvingso His r~tio for breeds werei 
Holstein, l :23.3; Jersey, 1 : 58.33; Guernsey, l 82.5; Ayrshire, 
_1 2~.67; and Brown Swiss, no multiple births .. 
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Lush (1925) ebserved twenty-two twin. births in a total of 509 births. 
Fr.om this data he @al@t1lated. a twinning rate ef 4.32 per@ent ± o .. 61 percent 
of all births. The Holstein breed was highest of all breeds with sixteen 
twin births in 181 total births for an 8.84 percent twinning rate. 
Gowen (1918) found twenty~one twin births in 2,573 @alvings whi@h 
is one twin birth in 125@alvin.gs for an oc@urren@e of 0.82 per11;;ent. 
King (1953) stated that the twinning rate in cattle is only one to two 
percent of all births, ~nd probably only about one in twenty of these 
twins are one-egg twins. 
Pfau~ al. (1948) @olle@ted data from a Holstein herd over a fifteen 
year period. A total of 937 p.arturitions and abortions were observedo An 
average of one twin birth in every 25.3 births and one triplet birth in 
468.5 births was found. This is an average of one multiple birth in every 
twenty~four parturitions. Numbers of twin births reported for individual 
dairy breeds ranged from less than 0.5 peric:ent to 4.5 pe:r@ent. 
Bonnier and Skarman (1938) estimated only about ten per©ent of like= 
sexed ~attle twins to be monozygoti~. Johansson and Venge (1951) @omputed 
and tabulated the monozygoti@ twinning f:re1uen@ies for several European, 
Australian and African dairy breeds. A great variation was found between 
breeds and within breeds a@©ording to lo@ation. It was @on@luded that in 
all breedsiof d,d.ry (!:<!llttle ~pproximately. ten per@ent of all like-sexed 
twins might be expe~ted to be m@nozygoti@o 
Jones and Rouse (1920) studied 747,100 @alvings in beef ~attle and 
found twinning fre~ue~@y t~ in@re~se with the age of the ~ow. Amo~g twelve 
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and thirteen year ~ld @ows they fourud about one twin birth in 144. This 
is about one identi@al p~ir in 2,215 births in cows this age. Win@hester 
{1951) estimated that identical twins in beef @attle are born on©e in 
:a,270 calvings. 
Clark (1931) studied the sex ratio of 523 pairs of sheep twins and 
found no statisti@ally significant departure from al g 2 z l sex ratio 
which is expected in twin pairs if no mono~ygoti@ twins are expe@ted. 
Hence it was @on@luded that the modal @lass of sheep twins are of dfaygoti@ 
origin. 
Johansson (1932) found a st~tistically signifi@ant devi~tion from the 
l : 2 : l ratio with a @hi=s~uare test whi@h favored the opposite=sexed 
twin elasso This test on the sex ~ombination fre~uencies of 5,088 pairs 
of lambs again indi@ated mono~ygoti© twins to be very rare in sheep. 
Chapman and Lush (193i) reported no eviden~e of mono~ygoti~ twins in 
a flock chiefly of Hampshire breeding. In this flock thirty=six pericent 
of lambings were singles, sixty~er~ent twins and less than five percent 
were triplets. 
Kammlade and Kammlade (1955) list a considerable variation in the 
percent lamb crop between breeds. The average percentage lamb @rops for 
breeds were~ Rambouillet, 122; Shropshire, 149; Hampshire, 144; Oxford, 
152; Southdown, 151; Dorset, 158; Li:1:t@oln, 157; Cotswold, 144; and 
Tunis, 141. The ~verage l~mb crop of the nine breeds @ombined was 146 
percent. 
Monozygous twinning is generally not considerecl to oc~~r in sheep. 
However, Cole and Craft (1945) des@ribed ~ lamb monster whi~h they 3ssumed 
to be an incomplete devel~pment of monovular twins. 
1 
Henning (1937) reports the dis©overy of a double sheep pregnancy with 
a single cGrpus luteum $mong 675 sheep fetuses. Both were males and were 
very similarly marked. One fetus was slightly heavier. The two ©horions 
were continuous. It was ©On©luded that the two fetuses were of monozygotic 
origin. 
Streeter ( 19~4) des«::ribed a blasto©yst in swine whi@h «H'JJnU.ined two 
embryonic areaso Hughes (1931) states that Streeter 0s work demonstrated 
conclusively the @©@urren©e of single~ovum twinning in the pig. Hughes 
further described three ©~ses which he con©luded to be monozygoti©. 
Efficien©y of Monozygotic Cattle Twins as Experimental Units 
A considerable amount of work has been done toward establishing 
effi~iency values for a number of characteristics in mono~ygous twin 
cattle. Most work h®s been done with dairy @attle and the effi@ien@y 
values have iconsider®ble r$nge, depending upon the @haracteristi© whi@h 
is studied. 
Hutt (1930) st®ted t~t bovine monozygoti@ twins would be parti@ularly 
valusble for investig~tions in nutrition, physiology and husbandry be@ause 
of their being genotypi@iilllly identi©alo 
The first real attempt to ©olle©t @attle twins for resear@h purposes 
was by Krona@her (1930). Bonnier and Hansson (1948) stated that further 
work was done at Krot'Ml@herus Berlin school in ~ermany, but World War II 
prevented advanced study. Sin@e the war the leading resear@h work with 
monozygotic cattle twiims h®.s been done in New Zealand, Sweden, Denmark, 
Finland and England. Win@hester ( 1951) reports that the first experiments 
of this kind in this ~@untry were those at the University cf Minnesota in 
1947. A number of other agricultural experiment stations have recently 
begun twin studies; however, little data has been published concerning 
this research in the United States. 
Bonnier and Hansson (1948) stated that in the case where experimental 
units are unrelated, their number is equal to a certain number of twins if 
the two tests give the same am~unt of information., ioe. if their signifi~ 
cance is e~ual. Han@e@k (1950) defined twin efficieu@y value as the 
number of animals @hesen at random which each member of a twin set will 
replace without loss of statistical effi@iency. 
the first attempt t~ estimate twin efficiency values was made by 
Bonnier ,!l al. (1946). A uniformity trial for growth rates from 80 to 180 
days of age was run en eight pairs of twins. The analysis of variance 
of the trial was 
lillegrees of 
Source· Freedom Sum of Sguares 
Total 15 4334 
Between. pairs 7 4239 60506 
Within pairs 8 95 llo9 
From this informati@n a method to estimate the relative efficien~y of 
monozygotic twins was set forth as 
Where E = the number of ~rdinary animals in ea@h of two groups that one 
set of mono~ygoti@ twins ~n replace without loss of statisti©al 
precision 
~- the mean s,uare between sets of twins 
lfw• the mean s1iaare withim sets of twins 
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This formula yielded an effi@iency value for growth of 50.9. Also Bonnier 
and coworkers ran a group of unrelated animals on the same s©heme so that 
the number of animals and the pro@edure used were the same as with the 
twin experiment. The effi@ien©y ratio of between cows mean square/within 
twin pairs meansquare@a.me to 24.l. \ this comparison led to the conclusioll\\ 
that a group experinwnt re1uired twenty=four times as many animals as a 
twin experiment. However, since the comparison was made between animals 
of a different nature (twins vs. unrelated.) the previous @omparison of 
50.9 was thought to be more a@cur~te. It was concluded that to be safe 
under all ©ir@~ms~n@es at least twenty times as many ani!M!ls would be 
re~uired as in the case of a twin experiment if the experiment were to be 
Bonnier and Hansson (1948) again stated that efficien@y values of 
twins could be estimated by comparing the mean squares between twin pair 
means with the mean s1~res within pairso In the Gase where all animals 
are treated similarly, the ratio of these two mean s1uares measures the 
relative efficien@y of the two kin~s of experiments. 
the second formula for twin efficiency values and the one used most 
was cu:>n.tributed by Dli@k and Whittle (1951). they .stated that since the 
purpose of the experiment is primarily to differentiate treatments, the 
efficiency should be defined on the basis of the number of animals 
requires to do this to a given degree of precision. The development of 
the formula of Dick and Whittle follows. 
Suppose design 0ne used 1 1 ani~ls and that the differen~e wf two 
treatment constants b,j,s v~rian~e Vi. Similarly, for design tw~, number 
of animals is Ng, and the variaaice Va. Suppose further that the level 
of preeision is su@h tlMilt the varian~e of treatment lifferen~es must 
be V. Hence if the first design is used, the number of animals re1uired 
is V 1N1/V and if the second is used. the number required is Vr;J}l.g./V: The 
effi@iency of the first design relative to the second is defined as 
Now for any design in which the only factors are blocks and treat-
ments, the varianee of two treatment constants can be expressed as 
2 2 
V(ti =. tj) "" 2~T + K4!1BT 
2 
wbere aT • the ~omp@nent of variance due to treatments 
and aBT2= the component 0£ variance due to blocks and treatmentso 
' ' 2 
K is a constant of the design, under the null hypothesis ~T ~ O, so 
the relative effi~ien~y of experiments one and two can be expressed 
as 







which represents the relative i!!herent variability of the two sets of 
animals used. So, if the ene subscript refers to twins and the two 
subscript to the ~omparatively unrelated animals, whi@h would be used 
otherwise, Fis a measure of the twin effi@ieneyo It could be estimated 
by running a number of pairs of twins together with a number of cows such 
as would be used in an ordinary group trial under uniform conditions. 
The ratio of between @ow and within twin variance would then be an 
estimate of F. More economically the ratio @an be estimated from the 
twin uniformity data if it is assumed that the variation between twin 
pairs is the same as th/It expe@ted between ordinary cowso Under the~e 
assulJlRtions the effi~ien@y is simply the ratio of~ to J?W where ilf"B 
and lif"w are simply the @ompo~ents of variance for belween and within 
twin pairs, respe@tively, in the analysis of a twin uniformity trialo 
If M1 and Mw are the mean squares for between and within twin pairs, then 
2 2 








Di~k and Whittle (1951) stated that Bonnier !!.!1• (1946) attempted 
to deduce the efficien@y from the twin trial alone, but in doing so over-
looked the difference between the between pair mean square and the between 
pair components of varian@e. From the data of Bonnier and coworkers Dick 
I 6 2 and Whittle cal@ul!lted @1 § 29 .9 and ~W ~ 11.9. This gives an efficiency 
estimate of 25.0 from the twins. This value is almost an identical estimate 
of efficiency as that of ~4.l that Bonnier and coworkers calculated by @om-
paring between cow to within cow mean squares from the unrelated animals 
and twin pairs, respe@tively. 
Carter (1951) fi~lly suggested that effi@ien@y should be estimated 
as 
because the use of the f~rmula suggested by Dick and Whittle can possibly 
yield efficiency values of less than one for monozygous twins. This 
formula in@reases effi@ien@y values by one over the preceding formula. 
Stormont (1954) also stated that the efficien@y value of twins should 
be computed as the ratio 
_L ( between-pair variance + 1) 
2 within~pair variance 
which is simply the varian@e within pairs of unrelated animals divided 
by the variance within pairs of monozygous twins. 
Dick and Whittle (1951) also devise~ a method to determine the 
efficiency value-of moaozygotic twins in experiments involving more than 
two treatments. The formula NE/a.(N"'l), . wh.et:e N is the number of treat-
ments and Eis the effi@iency value of twins when used in a two treatment 
trial, estimates the efficiency of twins when more than two treiatments are 
applied. This formula takes into account both direct and indirect com-
parisons allowed from the incomplete block whi~h is the most suitable 
design when more than two treatments are applied • 
. Hancock (1951) cal@ulated growth rates by the method of Dick and 
Whittle (1951) on an unselected sample of ten sets of heifer twins born 
on various farms and colle@ted when seven-ten days old. Absolute growth 
rates were calculated for seven periods all beginning at four weeks of 
age but varying in length from twelve to eighty-four weeks. The twin 
efficiency value for absolute growth rate was thirteen. When the seven 
periods were computei separately the values were~ 4=16 weeks, 16; 4-28 
weeks, 5; 4-40 week~4; 4-52 weeks, 21; 4-64 weeks, 19; 4=76 weeks, 
13; 4-88 weeks, 8. When the length of periods was extended beyond thirty-
six weeks the within-set .variations became very low whi~h, with steady 
between set variations, caused high twin-efficie·ncy values. This series 
illustrated how even small fluctuations in the variances can alter the 
calculated twin=efficien~y values. 
Hancock (1951) also reported that the pounds deviation from the mean 
in a growth .trial of a mono~ygous twin pair increased from 4=88 weeks of 
age. However the deviatic:n:1.s on a percentage basis decreased up to 
seventy-six weeks of age, then increased, partly due to the differences 
which existed within the sets in regard to stage of preg12ancy. 
Bailey.!!_ !l• (1958) reported from a series of twenty-four short-
term experiments on the protein and energy requirements of growing dairy 
heifers with live weights ranging from 250 to 600 pounds. Friesian and 
Dairy Shorthorn herd replacements and monozygous twins of various dairy 
breeding were used. Covariance analysis of rate of gain with initial 
.13 
live weight w~s c@rried o~t in thirteen experiments. The results were very 
variable but no ~dv~nt~ge icould be shown by the use of covariance ~nalysis 
or by the use of monozygous twins. This indicated that genetic effects 
contributed rel~tively little to the error in experiments l~sting three 
to six weeks. 
Ran;eock (1954) ~nd Stormont (1954) list several twin effkiency values 
which h~ve been calculated for dairy production, general habits, growth, 
physiological characteristics, and semen char~cteristics. These values 
range from one to seventy=two, depending upon the characteristic studied. 
In many icases a consider®J.ble iaidvantage is gained in efffoie1tu:y by the use 
of monozygous twins. 
Hanco~k (1951) stated that the basis for calculations of twin 
efficiency has been the r~tfo of vat:riances (or vairiance components) within 
and between sets of nM:m<0>zygol.lls twins whi@h tml.y v~ry <g[uite widely with 
sample, environment, ~nd character. Hence such estim~tes of efficiency 
m~st not be taken too literally. However, there is no doubt as to their 
usefulness in experimental work. 
Dizygotic twins ~re those twins which ~ve developed from two 
~U.f:fe:rent ova and spreirms @nd @:re thus 11s genet:i.~11lly unlike as full sibs. 
Therefore, their genotype is ~nlike ~nd v~ri~tion d~e to hereditary 
differences will be present in the experimental er:ror. 
Robertson (1950) st$te~ th~t twins ~f ~ monozygous p~ir resemble each 
other for the follow big reasons: (1) they have the same genotype; (:2) 
they have had the s~me prelMlt~l 6nvironment; (3) they are ~ontemporaries; 
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and (4) they have similar lo~al environments. Some of these reasons may 
be trivial, but they pr~d~~e, in total, a similarity between monozygotic 
twins which cannot be ascribed solely to heredity. 
Chapman and Lush (1932) found that the total variance of birth weights 
for 174 twin males was 2.57, and the varian@e found within the litter f.or 
birth weights was 1.33. Therefore, from the calculation 
2.57 - 1.33 
2.57 
it was determined that the variance was forty=eight percent less when the 
study was restricted to lambs born in the same litter than it was when 
all twin males were inclmde11L C0rresponding reductions were 2 .67 -
1.44/2.67 "" 46 percent for 180 twin females and 3 •. 15 - l. 77/3.15 "' 44 
percent for 368 twins of unlike sex. It was concluded that part of the 
variaition in birth weight is caused by :genetiie differences, part by 
definite environmental iDfluences ~nd part by ac~idents in development 
such as one embryo being located in a more favorable position. In a random 
bred popu;l.ation, and for characteristics without dominance, the genetic 
variance between lambs from a single pair of parents should be one-half the 
genetic variance between all lambs. Further, lambs in the same litter 
(1) develop in the same uterus contemporaneously and therefore are subject-
ed to influence by the same general variations in nutrition er other 
physiological conditions of the dam during fetal development; and (2) 
they are born in the same year. From an average of the previous analyses 
it was estimated. that apprl!l>ximate'ly forty=five percent of the total 
variance in birth weight was due to lambs developing from di.fferen.t dams. 
Some of this variance is genetic and some maternal. Hence fifty-five 
15 
percent of the t~tal varian@e arises from geneti© differen@es and un©on= 
trollable environment. Fr~m this assumption it was estitn!ited that twenty-
five ta thirty per©ent of the v~riance in birth weight was geneti©; thirty 
to thirty-five per@ent was duet~ tangible environment, that is the portion 
to disappear if all L@.mbs ©ould develop in the same uterus @ontemporane~:;i"" 
ly, and forty to forty=five per@ent of the varian©e was due to a@@idents 
in development. 
Donald (1953) @olle@ted dairy heifer pairs of one-egg ~nd two=egg 
and were uniformly treated. Within=pairs of one-egg twins the only known 
sour©e of variation should be pre~ ~nd post=natal a~cidents of environ-
2 ment (e ). In two=egg twins the source should be supplemented with 
geneti~ variatiQn which in a fair s~mple of p~irs should approximate to 
one=half the geneti© v~rian~e (s~) ©h~ra~teristi~s of the populations 
from whi~h their p~rents @ame. Half=sib p~irs should show the greatest 
variance since they should ~ontain three-~uarters of the geneti~ varian~e 
2 ' 
and maternal effe©ts (m) due to their having two different dams instead 
of one as with twins as well as error varian~e pres~mably the same as that 
shown by twins. 
King and Donald (1955) ~ompared the v~rian©es arising within the 
uniformly treated one=egg, two=egg an.lfil half=sib pairs. Analysis of 
varian~e of the ~oeffi~ients within p~irs yielded a mean square for di= 
monozygous twins. The t@t~l v~riation expe~ted between unrel&ted animals 
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However, these partitions (e, g, m) may be ever simplified. The 
variation within pairs of the three groups was (neglecting non=additive 
effects) represented. by the following scheme 
s~uare within monczygoti~ pairs 2 a mean -~· = e MZ 
square within dizygotic a 2 I 2 mean pairs = \QI' "" e + l 2g DZ 
square within half-sibs 2 a 2 2 mean pairs = ®us ""e + .3/4g + m 
King ( 1953) cempared f if te,en sets of one-egg twins with an equal 
number of twe-egg twins and with sets of two balf-sibs. All groups were 
treated uniformlyo Variability in the growth rate for the heifers was 
measured by the mel!ln s<qture wi·thin sets~ Relative mean SlflUres within 
sets were as follows: 
One=egg Two-egg Ralf-
Chara@ter twins twi10.s sibs 
weight at we«SJ.lll!.:u;ng l 2.6 .3.5 
weight at six months l 3.9 .3 0 9 
weight at twelve months l 3.8 6 • .3 
weight at eighteen months 1 5.6 9.9 
·the acvantage of one-egg twins in~reased ever two=egg twins and balf=sibs 
progressively from we~ning to eighteen months of ageo Two=egg twins 
appearecil to be an improvement on balf-sibs and could well be used for 
husbandry experiments involving simple ~omparison.s of two treatments 
be(:4use they are more readily available. 
Bonnier (1947) determined the protein and lactose levels of milk with 
fixed fat levels. The studies were based on 2,245 samples taken fr@m 
twenty-nine pairs of twins of which nineteen were identi@al, seven were 
fraternal and three were un~ertain. It was found that the distribution 
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of the ratios had the smallest variation for the intra-identical twin 
comparisons, somewhat larger for the intra~fraterMl twin comparisons and 
very much larger for the tQ:omparisons of twin pair means (:Leo for the 
comparisons between unrelated animals). The type of variation in the 
intra~identical twin ~omparisons must be due only to external and random 
causeso Due to the variation in unrelated animals it was con~luded that 
several pair of genes are in a@tion and the case here is of polygenic 
effect. 
White (1951) found th~t identical twin calves had no advantage over 
fraternal twins in experiments involving the blood constituents of plasma 
chlorides, erythro@yte fr@gility and erythro@yte @ounts; therefore, it 
was concluded that identi@~l twins may offer no parti@ular advantage over 
fraternal twins for resear@h on blood @onstituentsQ He stated that it 
would be interesting to extend these @omparisons to nutritional studies 
to see if the mare readily obtainable fraternal twins are of @omparable 
experimental value with the rarer identi@al animalsQ A logi@al extension 
of this work would be to@ompa.re the within-pair variance of fraternal 
twins with the within=pair varian@e of pairs of unrelated but similar 
animals with respe@t to breed, sex, age and environmentQ The comparisons 
of between-twin-pair variation with within-pair variation are likely to 
give an inflated estimate of the twin effi@ien~y value unless all the 
animals are reasoxmbly ~like. 
Summary of the Review of Literature 
Twinning in ~attle h~s been found to range from less than one percent 
to as high as eight per@ent. In dairy @attle monozygoti@ twins o@@ur 
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approximately once in one to two tbousani calvingso In beef cattle an 
identical twin pair may be expe©ted in approximately 2300 ©alvings. Renee 
the moaozygotic twinning rate in ©attle is very low. 
There is little evidence of monozygotic twins in sheepo However, 
dizyg~tic twin lambs occur frequently, for lamb crops in excess of 100 
percent are common in farm flocks. In some cases multiple births occur 
as often as 60 per~ent of all births. Breed and environment are known to 
influence the multiple birth fre1uency in sheep. 
Interest be~n in the use of monozygotic cattle twins for experimental 
purposes about 1930, but mo attempt was made to estimate their worth as 
experimenta~ units until 1946. Since then three methods to estimate twin 
efficiency values for experimental purposes have been set forth. Two of 
these methods attempt to estimate the efficiency by use of a twin trial 
only. One method compares the variation within a twin pair to the variation 
within randomly selected pairs of animals, which serve as a control group, 
te estimate twin efficiencyo 
The similarities between members of a monozygotic twin pair are not 
all contributed te an identical genotype. Twins also share the same pre-
and post-natal environment contemporaneously. Some work has shown that 
dizygotic cattle twins are less variable than balf-sib pairs and unrelated 
animals. 
MATERIALS ANDJ METHODS 
The lambs used bn this study were obtained from the experimental 
sheep flo~k (Proje©t S-908) lo@ated at the Fort Reno Experiment Stationo 
The lambs were born during the late falls of 1955, 1956 and 19570 
The dams of these l~mbs were grade Rambouillet and grade Rambouillet 
X Panama=Rambouillet ewes pur@hased near Del Rio, Texas, during April 
and May, 1955 o All were yea:dings when obtained. The lambs were sired 
by purebred Dorset rams, <iitll of whi~h were pur@hased from breeders in 
Oklahoma. Breeding began on or after May 20tho, and continued for a 
forty-eight day period in 1955 and 1956. In 1957 breeding began June lsto 
and continued for thirty-two dayso 
The flo@k W<iitS tni!Mged a@@ording to the usual pra©ti~e of @ommer@ial 
sheep breeders in Oklahomao During the winter months the ewes were 
grazed on wheat p~sture ~nd were supplementally fed alfalfa when adverse 
weather prevailed o After lambing, the flock. was divided into two groups, 
one group was @omposed of ewes rearing lambs and the other group was 
composed of ewes rearing no UJ.mbs. During the 1956-57 and 1957-58 
seasons the ewes rearing twins were separ~ted from those rearing singles, 
all of the lambs h&l@ ~@@ess to~ @reep feed consisting of two parts 
cracked kaf ir grain ani one p<!il.rt chopped good «Jltia lity alfalfa hay, The 
lambs were separated. from their dams only during the time of weighing. 
Birth weights of the lambs were rea@lrded to the nearest one-half 
pound in. 1955 and to the nearest one-tenth pound in 1956 and 1957. This 
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weight, as well as date @)f birth and sex cf the lamb, were :r<icorded,as 
soon as possible after the lamb was dry. All the lambs were docked 
during the first week after birth, and the ram lambs were Gastrateci 
between one and four weeks of age. In December when the older lambs were 
approxilll&tely 40 to 45 days of age the lambs were weighed again. After 
t~:~;i},;:1:lambs were weigked at two week intervals until they reacbed a 
market weight of 90 to 92 pounds. Each year a few lambs wb.iigb. were born 
late were marketed. at sHghtly less than 90 pounds. · 
.Jl:a.cb. lamb ~as idient.ified · by a number which was usually the same as 
that of its dam. The number was stamped oa a metal ear tag and was also 
paint bran.dec! en the lamb 0 s ba~k to facilitate ident:i.fi«:aticm. In tb.e 
case of twins during the 1955-56 season, one twilt!. was usu lly assigned its 
clam's number and the otb.er twin was assigned an@tker number. Duriq the 
1956·57 and 1957-58 se~s@n both twins received. their dam Os Dumber, one 
of .the pair receiving the number preeedeci by a bar (-). This latter 
method was found to be more useful because it facilitated identification 
of a twin pair without hilving to check the record book numbers. 
Tne lambs were shipped to Oklahoma City and slaughtered by Wilson 
and Company within two days after their final weighing.· The carcass 
weights and grades were recorded before the carcasses were processed. 
There were eighty-three pairs of twins normally raised as twins 
during the three year peried. Forty-eight of these eighty-three pairs 
were like-sexed twins. These like-sexed twins were selected. to begin an 
average daily gain unifcrmity tr.ial when both members of a pair weighed 
within one of tb.ree «Ufferemt weight ranges of fifty pounds. Tee tb.ree 
weignt ranges were 47-53 pcmmds, 48-52 pounds and 49-51 pounds. Renee, 
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these sele~tion weight ranges ~ontaine~ like=sexed twin pairs with not 
more than six, four and tw~ pounds differen~e in weight between them. 
There were thirty-two, twenty-four and fifteen pairs of like-sexed twins 
within the six, four and two pound weight ranges, respe~tively. 
Since the two week weigh periods did not always re@ord the lamb 
weights when they were within these weight ranges it was ne~essary to 
adjust the weights to~ parti~ular day when they @ame nearest the fifty 
pound weight. Average daily gain for the pairs was then @al@ulated from 
the weigh period following sele@tion to the date when e~@h inclividu~l 
lamb rea~hed meirket weight. Analyses of variances to determine the 
varian©es between and within p~irs of twins were then rc;omputedl on these 
daily gain data. 
The fifty pound sele©tion weight was arbitrary. However, some 
definite selection weight was ne~essary so that all twin pairs might have 
a fairly uniform gain peri~d on whirc;h to base their average daily gain. 
Also there should be no more differen@e between pairs than within pairs 
at the time of selerc;tion if a~~~rate twin efficiency values are to be 
computed for twin perf@rlllaln@e by the methods of Dick and Whittle (1951) 
and Carter (1951) and Stormont (1954). 
Theoretic~lly, if a twin pair had not been selected for the uniformity 
trial then two random ~mbs of the same sex within the s~me weight range 
would have been selected from the flo@k. However, the performei.n@e of~ 
randomly sele~ted p~ir would possibly not be indi@ative of similar random 
lambs in the flQ@k due to random vari~tion en~ountered with small nmnbers. 
Therefore, on the parti@ular ~y that a twin pair was sele@ted all other 
lambs in the flo@k th~t were of the s~me sex and within t~t parti~ul~r 
weight r~nge were sele@ted too and their average daily gain te market was 
calculated. Analyses of vari~miges were alsa computed on these daily gain 
data. This was done so that a @omparison could be made between the 
variance within a twin pair 0s performance and the varian@e am@ng individual 
lambs in the flo@k. This provided a third method to estimate the twin 
effi@iency values ais suggested by Di@k and Whittle ( 1951) and White (1951). 
Carcass yields and grades were also recorded for the twin pairs and 
~orresponding random groups within ea@h weight range. Analyses of 
variances were @~mputed f~r these data also and twin effi@ien@y esti~tes 
were made for yield and grade by the three methods pr~viously stated. The 
carcasses were graded to the nearest one-third of a grade by a United 
States Department of Agri©ulture grader. This resulted in fifteen possible 
grades from the five grades of l~mbi prime, choice, good, utility and 
cull. To facilit$te ©$r@ass grade cemputations the numbers one through 
fifteen were assigned e~©h of the fifteen grades from low c~ll through 
high prime. This made possible the analyses of variances of these data 
and the mean car©ass grade cl!llcuati«:ms. The imumeriGal ©on.version of 
carcass grades is shown in Appendix A. 
Table! snows the number of lambs used in each of the three p~ses of· 
tll.U $tfrcij~ ,'ihe ·p,umbtrs ate assembted within .the three p!,'iases, of. the study 
according to group (twin or random)» sex ~nd sele@tion weight r~nge. It 
is noted that fewer n~mbers were used in @~r~ass yield and ~$r@~ss gr$de 
studies than in the @ver~ge d~ily g~in studies. Car@ass grades were lost 
in the 1955=56 se~son and $ number of @arcass data were lost in the 1956-
57 season, Alson~ @$r@ass d$ta were avail~ble on fem.ales saved as 
replacements. 
TABLE l NUMBER OF LAMBS USEilJ FOR THE AVERAGE DAILY GAIN, CARCASS YIELD 
AND CARCASS IRA.IE STUJ!»lES ASSEMBLED ACCORDING 'TO GROUP, SEX 
AND SELECTION WEIGHT RANGE 
Sele~tion Average Carcass Car©ass 
GrouE Sex Weisht Range Dail? Gain. Yield Grade 
6 Pc!)~mds 38 32 24 
Male 4 Pounds 26 22 18 
2 Pounds 16 16 14 
Twin. 
Ii Pounds 26 12 8 
Female 4 Pounds 22 12 8 
2 Pounds 14 10 8 
6 Pou111ds a59 19.3 169 
Male 4 P0u11Mis 125 96 89 
2 Pou.mes 48 48 46 
Random 
6 POIUl!ill.cl.s 151 44 26 
Female 4 Pounds 85 .30 19 
2 P0unds :35 18 15 
The analyses of v~riances for average daily gains, carcass yields 
and carcass grades within. the three different weight ranges for twin pairs 
and_ corresponding random aroups were computed according to the equal and 
unequal subclass number methods of Snedecor (1956) pages 237 and 268. The 
procedure used te set up tbese data fer analyses is explained in mere 
detail in Appendix B. The au lyses of variance methods .u:e presented in 
detail in Appendix c. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the ~everal arnalyses of variances which were made are 
presented in Tables XI, XII and XIII for the selected like-sexed twin 
pairs aad in Tables XI~, XV and XVI for the randomly sele©ted like-sexed 
lambs. These tables ate ~~ntained in Appendix D. These tabulated. data 
were obtained from the analyses of varianices, examples of which are 
presented in Append:ix·C. 
Efficiency Values Calculated 
The twin efficiency values for average daily gain, carcass yield 
and eareass grade studies were computed by three methods. The methods 
. . ·. . . 
used were: (A) the compi!rison of vu:ian.ce components between-tl'."in-
pairs/within-pairs of twins, from I>ick and. Whittle (1951); (B) the 
method of Carter (1951) and. Stormont (1954) whic~ theoretically ~ompares 
tne variance within-pairs of unrelated animals to the variance within= 
twin-pairs by use of a twin trial only; and (C) the comparison of the 
variance among-random-lambs/variance within-twin-pairs as suggested by 
Dick and Whittle (1951) and White (1951). The efficiency values obtained 
by method B are exactly one larger than tnose obtained by method A. Tbese 
three metho~s will be referred to by letter in the following cU,scussion, 
The tabulat.ed data ia Tables XI = XVI, Appendix D, were used to make 
these caleulations, Tb.e twin efficiency values obtained. from these three 
metbods are pre,s,ented in Table II .. The twin efficiency values were 
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TABLE II TWIN EFFICIENCY VALUES FOR AVERAGE DAILY GAINS, CARCASS YIELDS AND CARCASS 
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calculated by the three different methods so tita:t\a .comparis~n could be ...• , .. ;- .. _', .. 
There were from seven to nineteen pairs of twins used in the daily 
gain efficiency value studies. Hancock (1951) used ten sets of heifer 
twins and Theole and Hervey (1952) used twenty-one sets of heifer twins 
in monozygotic twin cattle growth studies. Hence the number of twin pairs 
used in this study IIWlY be sufficient to give a reaso~ble indication of 
twin lamb efficiency values for growth studies. 
Twin efficiency estimates obtained by method C showed the efficien~y 
values for male twins to pr~gress steadily upward, as expected, from 1.50 
to 5.00 as the selection weight range was restricted from six t0 two 
pounds. These estimates were nearer the values obtained by method A tnan 
to the values obtained by method B. The efficiency value estimates for 
females obtained by method C indicated a slight upward trend (but not 
consistent) as the sele@tion weight range was restricted. Method A pro-
duced efficiency estimates for the female twin lambs which were nearer 
those obtained by method C than by method B. 
From five to sixteen pairs of twins were used in the carcass yield 
studies. Estimates of less than one for both males and females resulted 
when method A was used. However, larger values were obtained by method B 
and did @orrespond fairly uniformly to the values calculated by method C 
for the male twin pairs but less so for the female twin pairs. When the 
selection weight range was reduced the efficiency values calculated by 
methoCri C failed. to indicate a consistent upward trend, but when method B 
was used the efficiency values increased fairly consistently. The 
efficiency values of less than one calculated by method C for females are 
prebably the result of a random variation due to small numbers used 
because both members of ea~h female twin set used and all lambs in 
their corresponding randcmly selected groups reached market on the same 
day. Therefore, there should be little discrepancy due to time allowed 
for shrink before slaughtero However both members of each male twin set 
and the lambs in their ~orresponding randomly selected groups did not 
always rea«:h ma.rket on t'he same uy. Renee some discrepancy may be 
present in the yield dli\ta ~ollected from males since the periods allowed 
for snrink variei from one to two days. 
Four to twelve pairs of twins were used in the car~ss grade studieso 
However, the four pairs of female twins used were all within the two 
pound selection weight range, hence the restriction of the selection 
weight range from six to two pounds did not reduce the variance within 
female twin pairs. The twin efficiency estimates obtained by method C 
were very different between males and females. The estimates for males 
were rather low, but the estimates for females were quite high. Methods 
A and B gave more reasolmtelble estimates of the female twin effi@iency 
values. The efficien~y values obtained by ea~h of these two methods ciid 
not change with sele~ti~n weight range since the number of female twin 
pairs was constant. Method A yielded efficiency estimates for males nearer 
those obtained by method C tnan did method B. Only a few random i~divi-
duals were av.ail.able for the female carcass grade studies, anci the mean 
squares among these random lambs were rather high (Table XVI, Appendix 
I). This could have been due to a random error resulting from a small 
number, and consequently may have contributed to the high efficiency 
estimates for females sin~e both members of a twin set and all lambs in 
their corresponding r~ndomly selected groups were marketed on the same day 
also. Therefore, little discrepancy should be present due to an incon-
sistency in grading. This discrepancy due to an in@onsisten@y in grading 
may be present in the carcass grade data obtained from males since both 
members of each male twin set and the lambs in their corresponding randomly 
selected groups did not always reach market on the same day. 
The formulas presented by Di@k and Whittle (1951), method A, and by 
Carter (1951) and Stormont (1954), method B, were developed due to the 
necessity for a method to estim8te twin efficien@y values without having 
randomly selected p~irs of animals on a uniformity trial simultaneo~sly. 
Hancock (1954) stated that method A had been used in all his twin effi= 
ciency value cal@ulations. However, method B may yield a more a©curate 
estimate because method A theoreti@ally fails to subject different pairs 
of twins to the same envir~nment as twins within a pair are subje@ted to. 
It is diffi@ult to con@eive that twin pairs could be less efficient 
in redu©ing the animal v~riation than randomly sele@ted individuals, 
Values of less thatn one @omputed by methods A and B occur when the varia= 
tion is greater within pairs of twins than between twin pairs. This may 
result from there being more variation within pairs than between pairs at 
the time of sele@tion; however, this is not likely, There should be no 
more variation at the time of sele©tion between pairs of twins or among 
random individuals than within twin pairs if ac~urate twin effi~ien~y 
values are to be @omputed. This should be true in the data worked with in 
this study due to the restri@tions pl~~ed on the sele~tion weights. Yet 
random variation may h~ve ©~used some differen©e. 
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The most a~curate twin efficiency estimate could be made by compar-
ing within-random-pairs variance/within-twin~pairs variance obtained from 
a uniformity trial in whi@h a control group of randomly selected pairs 
were selected to correspond to each twin pair used, and the variation 
between random and twin pairs was equal at the trial 1 s beginning. A 
rather large number of pairs would be re~uired in this type of trial 
because there would be @onsiderable cruinee for a random error in sampling 
to oc~ur if only a few pairs of randomly selected individ~ls were used 
for the comparison. Therefore, in this study the random lamb groups 
were used rather than a randomly selected pair from each group since there 
were not a great number of twin sets available. It seems that the mean 
square comparisons of among-random-lambs/within-twin-pairs (method C) 
should provide the most a@curate estimate of twin effi©ien©y values in 
this study. This method gives a working estimate, for a resear©her may 
either select like=sexed twin lambs at some arbitrary weight or else a 
random group of lambs with similar weights. However, twin efficiency 
estimates do not account for a difference in the degrees of freedom avail= 
able for the er~or variam@e. Hence one may use fewer twin pairs than 
randomly selected pairs aad obtain an error variance with less degrees of 
freedom similar to that obtained when random pairs are used, or he m!!lY 
use a like number of twin pairs as the random pairs he would otherwise use 
and obtain a smaller error variance with equal degrees of freedomo 
Confidence in the results of the car@~ss studies is limited. The 
lambs were weighed off ~t Ft. Reno ~nd slaughtered by Wilson ~nd Co., 
Oklahoma City, within one or two @ays. This difference cf one or two d~ys 
allowed fQr shrink should affect the yield data for the males since both 
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members of a twin set and their @orresponding random groups were not 
always marketed on the same day. However, this was not so for the females, 
as previously mentioned. The carcasses were graded by different u.s.D.A. 
graders and there was a noticeable difference in grades obtained from week 
to week. This differen@e may have been manifest in the data obtained 
from the males but should not be in the females. The numbers of twin 
pairs available for the @ar~ss studies is relatively small. This also 
limits the @onfiden@e whi@h can be placed in the results of the car@ass 
studies. The daily gain data was persoxmlly collected, and the numbers 
of twin pairs available are somew~t largero Hence there is reaso~ble 
confidence in the effi~ien@y estimates computed for the daily gain studies. 
The effi©ien@y values computed in this study indicate that twin lambs 
may reduc:e the experimental error, .sis expe@ted, due to animal variation 
by approximately one=~lf in growth studies. 
Hanco@k (1951) found a twin efficiency value of eleven for growth of 
monozygotic twin heifers on an eighty-four week trial, theole and Hervey 
(1952) found efficiency values Qf six to twenty-four for growth of mono-
zygoti@ heifer twins. Kins (1953) found an efficiency value of ten for 
growth to eighteen months when one=egg cattle twins were @@mpared to 
contemporary b.a.lf=sibs in a uniformity trial. The dizygotic twin lambs 
used in this trial lwve nm@h lower efficiency values for growth but are 
mu11:!h more avail.able tlwn @attle twins. They may prove useful bl. experi= 
ments requiring pre@ise me~surements, for King and Donald (1955) @on@luded 
that the more pre@ise the problem ~nd te@bnique, the greater the @umulative 
merit of one=egg twins. This may also be the @ase for dizygoti@ twin 
lambs. 
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In some $xperiments a small difference mi.y not be statisti©ally 
signifi@ant even though it is real. In such cases a large number of 
experimental animals must be used if the results are to be signifi©ant. 
Since large numbers are often not possible the in©rease in effi©ien@y of 
the experiment, whi@h mlilY be obt~ined by use of these di~ygoti@ twin 
lambs, should aid the experimenter in drawing his conclusions. 
The cost of anim!ill resear@h is proportional to the number of experi-
mental animals re1uired. The use of these twin lambs should redu@e the 
number of anim!ills re1uire@ by appr~xi~tely one~nalf. This will ~mount 
to a ©onsiderable saving in ~nimi.l unit @~st over a perio~ of ye~rs. 
Not only meiy these twin lambs be useful in lamb growth st~dies but 
also in studies involving rttmi~nts. 
In this study the v~riants removed or minimized were sex, initial 
weight and previous tre~tment. The effetllts of the other variants whi@h im1.y 
be present in the different sour@es of variation ~omputed are presented in 
Table IIL 
Harrington (1951) reported on the rate of gain d.ilta obtained from the 
lambs in this flo~k in 1955-56 and 1956-57 and found little differen@e in 
the rate of gain d.ue. to breJed. Yet any breed d.iffere1nl~e tMt may be 
present is absent within the twin pairs. 
The variation in lambs due to geneti@ differences, birth weight ~nd 
maternal influen@es are presemt in both the randomly sele@ted lambs and 
the twin pairs. The geneti@ variation is less within twi~ pairs than 
among random lambs be@a~se the twins are f~ll=sibs. 
TABLE III A SUMMARY OF THE VARIANTS WHICH MAY BE PRESENT IN THE DIFFERENT SOURCES OF 
Vil:rATION COMPUTED IN THIS STUDY 
!_A.RIANTS 
Breed of dam 
~enetic differences 
between lambs 




Year of trial 
Age of C!lam 
Age of lamb 
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Bit'th weight !Cilf b1mbs is known t@ in:flueim@e the :r~te @f g:rlQ>wth 
(deBaca !1 $l. 1956). However, Oh@p~n and Lush (1932) have shown that 
there is less v~riatiwn in birth weight between l~mbs born in the same 
litter than between l~mbs bo:rn in different litters. 
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Maternal influeim@es appareimtly have some effe@t on the r~te of 
growth as indi@~ted by ~hliptmilim ~nd Lush (1932), Robertson {1950) ~nd Ki~g 
and DoMld (1955). These !Mlten:iiJiJ.l influen@es are m®md.fest in the r&u1.dom 
lambs be@ause they ~ve different ~ams but ~re redu@ed within~ twin 
p~ir siim@e they devel@p with~ @ommon dam simultaneously. 
Variation d@® to ye@r of t:ri~l ~nd $ge @f d~m ~re pr~sent between 
groups of r~ndomly sel®@t®d l@mbs ~nd between pairs of twi~s. Howeve:r, 
these v~ri~nts h@ve beem removed from the among r~ndomly s@le@ted l$mbs 
~nd within twin p~irs so~r@~s of v~ri~tiwn. 
Twin pairs ~nd r~nd@m l~mb gro~ps from the three sep~r~te ye~r~ were 
grouped for ~lM!lyses. Si~well ~nd ~:r~ndst~ff (1949) ~nd Bl~©kwell ~nd 
Henderson (1955) flQ>und that body weights of l®mbs were influen@ed by the 
ye~r in whi@h the l~mbs were niise<,L Also that l~mbs from thll:'ee yei.r @l~ 
ewes were heavier ~t we~ning tlMl!n l~mbs from two ye~:r old ewes. H~rring= 
ton (1951) found@ r~ther @pp~:rent differen©e in the rate of g~in of the 
lambs reared in the tw~ different se~sons. He ~lso f~und th$t tw~ ye~r 
old ewes re~red he~vier l~mbs than they lMl!d the previous ye~r. This 
effect on growth r~te du® to ye~r ®llld &ge of dam should in@:re~se the 
varian©e between p~irs ~f twins ~nd ~ 1~:rger effi@ien@y V$lue would 
prob~bly result when the between twiim p~irs me~n s~\\J®re is used in twin 
effi@ien@y value @~l@@l~ti~ns. This is the @~se when methods A and B ~re 
used. However, furthe:rr st@tisti@&ill tests indi©~ted tn~t the m@$1ll squ&i.re 
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between pairs of twins ~~s affe@ted relatively little d~e to ye~rly 
effe~t. Twin effi@ien@y values cal@ulated by the @omparison of mean 
sq111are among-random=l$mbs/mean s1uare within=twin=pairs (method C) should 
not be influen@ed be@®use the v8rian@e due to year and in@reasing age of 
dam have been removed from these two sources of variation by the removal 
of the varian@e between groups of random lambs and the varian@e between 
twin pairs from the t~tal varian@e in ea@h @orresponding ~JM.lysis of 
v~rian@e. 
Variation d~® to the ~ge of lamb at sele@tion ®nd time of tri®l 
within year ®re $bsent ~ithin twin p~irs be@®use both members of~ twin 
set were the same ~ge when they beg~n the tri~l simultaneously. The time 
of trial within ye~r is $bsent among randomly sele@ted lambs be@ause all 
lambs within a group beg~n the tri~l simult~neously. 
The results reported by Harrington (1957) indi@ated tlMit lamb growth 
rate in 1956~57 w~s rel$tively linear to 160 days. Walla@e (1948) and 
deBa~a !! al. (1956) lMive also reported that lamb growth rate up to 
approximately 135 d~ys W®S essentially line~r. Hen@e the age of the 
lambs at time of sele@tion should have bad little effe@t on the variation 
in rate of gain among randomly sele@ted lambs. The lambs were all 
relatively the ~~me age. Yet sin@e twin pairs do not gain as fast as 
singles (Harringt~n, 1957) the @orresponding groups to the twin pairs 
probably @onsisted of younger l~mbs or lambs th~t had not g~ined as f~st 
as the twins prior t@ sele@tiono A @omp~rison ef Tables XI ~nd XIV, 
Appendix D, gives no indi@~tion that the me~n gains within sele@tion 
weight ranges of twin ~nd randemly sele~ted l~mbs &re from different 
populations ex@ept the fem~les sele@ted within six pounds of e&@h other. 
However, appli@ation of the t=test also gave no indi@ation that these 
random and twin fe~le groups are from different pQpulationso 
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The time of trial within year was ~uite variable, for the twin pairs 
reached the sele@tion weight ranges at varied times within a six week 
interval. Therefore, some variation due to time of trial within year 
was probably in@luded in the varian@e between pairs of twinso 
The effe@ts due to $ge of l®mb and time of tri~l within ye®r were 
impossible to remove be@®~se the lambs were sele@ted within a weight 
range on a parti@ul~r d~te reg~rdless of age of lamb and period within 
seasono Xn ©ases where~ twin pair did not reach the sele©tion weight 
range until l$te in the se~son there were few random lambs to use for a 
comparison. 
It is not known what the @ombined effe@ts of the previous variables 
discussed had on the ©ar@ass yield ~nd grade studies. However, it w~s 
found that ye~rly effe©t on yield did not influen©e between pairs mean 
square for felllia\le twins but ©ontributed some to the between pair mean 
s1uare for male twins. Ye~rly effe@t greatly influen@ed the between 
pairs of twins mean s1a@re for both males and females in the @ar@ass grade 
stadiese This WOJJ.ld influen@e the estimates ©al©ulated by methods A ~nd 
B. 
A ©omparison of me~ns from Tables XII and XV and Tables XIII and 
XVI, Appendix D, gives no indi@$tion t!w,t the female twin and randomly 
sele©ted lambs ~re from different popul~tions of both @ar@~ss yields ~nd 
carcass gradeso However, ~ppli@ation of the t-test indi@ated tmiit the 
twin and random male l~mbs ll®y be fr~m tWQ different populations for both 
~arcass yield ~nd gradeo 
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As previously mentiGued, the car@ass data collectea from male lambs 
ia this study are 1uestio1IW.ble due to some discrepancies whi@h were note~ 
It is not aefinitely known what effect these discrepancies had en the 
variances estimatei in the @arcass studies on males. These disl!lrepan@ies 
did not appear to be present in the data collected from females since both 
members of eacn twin pair and their corresponding randomly selected groups 
were urketed. on the same 49.yo 
A more ac@urate estimate of the variances c0mputed im,.y ruiive been 
obtained from the ra~demly sele@ted lambs trulln from the sele@ted twin 
pairs due to a larger number of r~ndom lambs available. The number of 
twin and random lambs available for the female @ar@ass studies were rather 
small. Hen@e the variaaees @omputed for the female carcass studies may be 
less accurate than the varian~es computed in other phases of the studies 
made. However, the numbers of lambs available, both twin and random, 
fer the average d~ily ~ia studies should be sufficient to give a reason~ 
able indication of tne in@reased effi@iency of the experiment obtainable 
by the use of twin lambs in studies involving daily gain. 
SUMMARY 
Variances between and within selected like-sexed twin pairs ana 
among randomly selected like-sexed lambs were computed to estimate the 
experimental effi@ien@y obtainable by the use of twins in growth studies. 
The lambs were all of similar breeding and were raised under similar 
conditions at the Fort Reno Experiment Station over a three year period. 
Nineteen pairs of male and thirteen pairs of female twins were sele@ted 
within six, four and two pouuds 0f each other when they weighed approxi· 
mately fifty pounds. Like~sexed random lambs were also selected within 
the same weight ranges simultaneously. Average daily gains to marketing, 
car@ass yields and ~r@ass grades were obtilined. Twin effi@ien@y values 
were ~•l~ulated for these ©lliara@teristi©s by: (A) a formula whi@h 
compared. the variam:e @omponents between-twin-pairs/within-twin-pairs; 
(B) a formula whi@h @cmpared the variance within-pairs of unrelated 
animals/varian@e within=twin-pairs by the use of a twin trial only; and 
(C) tne comparison of variam@e 1Bimcm.g-randem-lambs/variam.ce witb.b1.-twin= 
pairs. 
The efficien@y values @al@ulatem by Method C for average daily gains 
were 1.50, 3.40 and 5.00 for males and a.oo, l.62 and 2.14 for females 
when pairs were sele@ted within six, four and two pounds of ea@h other, 
respectively. Methods A and B yielded similar values for the males but 
less similar values f~r the females. 
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For carcass yiela the males had values of 1.17, 1.00 and 1.60 for 
the six, four and two pound selection weight ranges, but the values for 
females were all less than one when the C method of calculation was used. 
Method B yielded similar values for the males and slightly higher values 
for the females. Method A yielded values dissimilar to the values 
obtained by the other two methods of @al@ulation. 
Carcass grade studies yielded twin efficiency estimates of 1.80, 
1.68 and 1,58 for males anj 6.12, 7.48 and 9.44 for females for the six, 
four and two pound sele@tion weight ranges, respe@tively, when ~thod C 
was used. The values fer females were higher than the values for the 
males and did not correspond to the two other values obtained by the use 
of methods A and B. The values for the males were higher when ©omputed 
by methods A and B. 
Confiaence is limited in the effi@ien©y estimates for ©ar@ass yield 
and grade due to some dis@repancies whi©h were known to be present along 
with a smaller number of twin sets available for the ©arcass studies. 
However, there is reasoi.wble ©~nfiden©e in the daily gain effi@ien@y 
estimates be©ause these data were personally colle©ted and the number of 
twin sets is greater. 
These twin effi@ien@y estimates, although ~uite variable, indi@ate 
that selected like-sexed twin lambs may be useful in reducing the experi-
mental error of random sampling in studies involving growth. 
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CONVERSION OF CAB.CASS GIA.DES TO A NtJMEIUCAL SCORE 
Tae method used to @cnvert the carcass grades to a numerical s~~re 
is listed below. It was necessary to make this conversion so that 
analyses of varian~es could be made on the carcass grade data. 
Caruss Grade 
Low Cull • , • 0 0 0 
Numeri®al Score 
• • 1 
Average Cull .••••••••• 2 
High Cull ••••••••••• 3 
Low Utility • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Average Utility ••••••••• 5 
ll!igh Utility • • • • • • • • • • 6 
Low Good ooooooeoe . 7 
0 4 0 0 0 0 0 • 8 Average Good • • 
High Gool!i ••• 0 0 0 O 0 • 9 
Low IChoi~e • • . . . .10 
Average Choice ••••••••• 11 
High Cho:f.@e •••••••••• 12 
Low Prime • • • • • • • • • • .13 
Average Prime 
High Prime •• 
• • 0 
. . . 
0 0 o O 0 




PREPARATION OF THE DATA FOR ANALYSES 
Before the data @ould be analyzed it was necessary to re@ord the 
required information for each lamb used. Appendix Table IV shows the 
data recorded for one pair of male twins and their corresponding random 
group which were selected simultaneously. These data were recorded for 
each of the thirty-two like-sexed twin pairs and their corresponding 













TABLE IV A PORTION OF THE DATA AS rr WAS PREPARED FOR THE STUDIES ON AVERAGE 
DAILY GAINS, CARCASS YIELDS AND CARCASS GRADES 
Weight at Weight at Final Date of Average Carcass Carcass 
Sele~tion Beginning Weight Final »~:Uy higlu: Yield 
(lbs.) @f Trial (lbs.) Weight ,_ Gain - __ (lbs-~): 
2-17-58 J=J-58 (lbs.} 
I 
50 62 95 5-12=58 .47 49 .52 
49 57 90 5-12=58 · 047 43 .48 
51 58 83 5=l2c58 .36 51 .61 
51 59 95 4-28-58 .64 49 .52 
50 59 88 5-12-58 .41 43 .49 
47 57 92 4-28-58 .63 43 .47 














ANALY.SES OF V.AR.IANOE METHODS 
Appendix Tables V, VI and VII show a portion of the analyses 
of variances which were made for daily gain, ~arcass yield and 
carcass grade studies on both sexes of the like-sexed twin lambs 
selected within six, four and two poua4s of each other. There 
were eighteen such tables constructed for the twin pairs. Like~ 
wise, there were eighteen analyses of variances tables constructed 
for the randomly selected like-sexed lambs. Appendix Tables VIII, 
IX and X show a portion of these analyses of variances and corre-
spond to the analysis of the particular study, sex and weight 
range shown in Appendix Tables x, XI and XII, respectively. 
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TABLE V ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DAILY GAINS FOR MALE TWINS SELECTED 

















TABLE VI ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CARCASS Y::n:EUJS FOR MALE 'TWINS SELEtCTEDI 










Sum of Squares Mean Square 
.01;4 · .00()7 
.0094 .0006' 
TABLE VII ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CARCASS GRADES FOR MALE TWINS SELECTED 
















TABLE VIII ANALYSIS CH' VARIANCE OF DAILY GADS. FOR MALE LAMBS RANDOMLY 
SELEm;ID WITHIN SIX POUNDS OF EACH: OTHER 
,. .I ' 
'.Degrees of 
49 
Source Freeiom Sum of Sguare-s Mean Sguare · 
Total 258 1 • .34~ 
· Between groups 18 .1148 00064 
of lambs 
Among lambs · 240 1.2264 .0051 
TABLE IX ANALYSIS OF VAlUANCE OF CARCASS YIELDS FQR MALE LAMBS RANDOMLY 
SELl«:TEI WUHII SU POUNDS OF EACH OTHER 
Degrees of 
Source Freeicm Sum of Sgures 
Total 192 .1945 
Between groups 15 .0674 .0045 
of lambs 
Among lambs 177 .1271 .OOQ7 
TABLE X ANALYSIS 8F VARIANCE OF CARCASS GRADES FOR MALE LAMBS RANDOMLY 




















RESULTS OF THE ANALYSES OF VARIANCES COMPtJTED 
Appendix Tables XI, XII and XIII .contain the results of the 
analyses of variances which were computed for daily gain, carcass 
yield and carcass grade studies on the selected like~sexed twin. 
lambs ~elected within six, four and two pounds of each other. 
Appendix Tables XIV, XV and XVI contain the results of these 
studies on the randomly selected like-sexed lambs selected within 
the same weight ranges. 
Tllese results were obtained by the analyses of variance 
methods presented in.':Appendix c. 
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TABLE XI MEAN SQUARES AND CONFIDENCE LIMITS* BETWEEN PAIRS AND WITHIN PAIRS OF TWINS, MEAN GAINS 
AND STANDARD ERRORS** AND NUMBERS OF LAMBS USED FOR DAILY GAIN STUDms OF TWIN IAMBS 






Mean Square and 
C.L. Between Pairs 
Mean Square and . Number of 
Sex C.L, Within Pairs· MeaniGain;and Sd&---. Animals Used 
-
Male .0071 s. .. 0124 ::s .0270 .0020~:s ~00.34,S .• 0073 .5184 ± .0143 
Female .0060 ~ .0117 S .0.319 .0012 :S .0023 S .0059 ,5023 ± ,0162 
Mi.le .0073 S ,014~ .$ .il38a .• 0010 .S "{10~0 .S .0051 .5Q62:±·o0174 
Female .0059 ;S .0122 ~ .0374 
0 . • -_ " •. ,. ., ' 
.0013 < .0026 < .0076 .492:3 + ~018.l 
= = -
Male .0088 ;5 .0202 S .0836 .0009 ~ .0019 S ,0071 ,5081 ± .0206 


















TABLE XII MEAN SQUARES AND CONFIDENCE LIMITS* BETWEEN PAIRS ANll WITHIN PAIRS OF TWINS, MEAN YIELDS 
AND STANDARD ERR.ORS** AD NUMBERS OF LAMBS USED FOR CARCASS YIELD STUDIES OF TWIN·LAMBS 
SELECTED WITHIN SIX, FOUR AND TWO POUDS OF EACH OTHER. .. 
Selection.. Meaa Square and Mean Square and Number of 
•· We'.ight :Range· · Sex CoL. Between Pai.rs G.L. Within Pairs Mean. Yield and S .E o Animals Used 
Six Pounds 
. Four PCi>.unds 
Two Pounds 
"±~:. 
Male .0005 < 00007 < oOOal .000.3 < .0006 < .0014 
- c:== c:=::t c:::::::t 
Female .000.3 .S .0007 ;5 .0041 .0004 .S .0009 .S .0044 
Male .0006 .S .0012 ,S 00038 .0004 ;S 90008 ;S .0012 
Female .000.3 .S .0007 .:S .0041 .0004 ,s; .0009 .:S .0044 
Male .0004 .:5 .0009 .:5 .0036 .oooa .s .0005 .:S .0020 
Female .0003 .S .0009 .:5 .0071 .0003 .S .0009 .:S 00052 
2 a 
Ix * g;-c.L. 2 2 Ix < @ :s ......::2---
· xo.025 = x0.975 
**s.Eo = standard deviation 
'VT 
.5075 + .,0011 
I, _c;.= 32 
.515s ±. .ooaa 12 
• 5064 ± . 0067 22 
.515a ± .ooa:a 1a 
. 5000 ± . 0066 16 
.5160 + .0029 10 
V1 ro 
TABLE XIII ~N SqlJARES AND CONFIDENCE L~I'.,tS* BETWEEN PAIRS AND WITHIN PAIRS OF TWINS, MEAN GRADES 
AND STANDARD ERRORS** AND NUMBERS OF LAMBS USED FOR-CARCASS GRADE STUDIES.OF TWIN IAMBS 
SELECTED WITHIN SIX, FOUR AND TWO POUNDS OF EA.CH OTHER . . 
Selection Mean Square and Mean Square and *** Number of 





Male 1.16 s; 3o!l s; 9.25 
Female 053 S l.67 :S 22.73 
Male 1.26-.$ 2. 76 s; 10.14 
Female .53 S l.67 .$ 22.73 
Male 1.44 S 3.48 $ 16.82 








x o.oa5 X 0.975 
**s.E. a standard deviation 
'\/~ 
*** See Appendix A~ 
.26 s: 0 50 s 1.36 
.09 ,!S .25 :5 2.08 
.26 :S .56 .$ 1.85 
.09 :S .25 S ~LOS 
.25 .S .57 $ 2.37 
.09 S .25 s; g .08 
10.33 :t. .27 
10.50 ± .33 
10.22 ± .30 
10 0 50 :t .3.3 
10.29 ±. .37 









TABLE XIV MEAN SQUARES AND CONFIDENCE LIMITS* BETWEEN GROUPS AND AMONG INDIVlDl.JAL LAMBS, MEAN GAINS 
AND STAND.AD ERRORS** AND NUMBERS OF IAMBS USED FOR DAILY GAIN STUDIES OF RANDOM LAMBS 
SELECTED WITHIN SIX, FOUR AND TWO POUNDS OF EACH OTHER 
Selection Mean Square and Mean S~uare and 













C.L. = X 
.00.36 .S .0064 S .01.39 
.0029 S .0057 .$ .0155 
.00.37 S .0071 S .0194 
.0042 S .0087 .S .0267 
.00.38 .$ .0086 .S .0.356 
.0013 $ .00.30 S .0147 







**s.E. = standard deviation 
~1--.r-
.004.3 S .0051 .$ .0062 
.• 0037 .$ .0046 ;S .0059 
-
.0054 < .0068 < .0091 
- = 
.00.32 S .0042 .S .0059 
.0064 .S .0095 .S .0156 
.0019 S .00.30 $ .0055 
- Nunitier of 
Mean Gain and S~E~ Animals Used 
.530.3 ± .0045 259 
.4828 ± .0018 151 
.5£?54 ±. .0074 125 
.4816 ± .ooao 85 
.5375 ± .0140 48 
.4740 ± .009.3 .35 
V1 
.,:-
TABLE XV MEAN SQUARES AND CONFmENCE LIMITS* BETWEEN GROUPS AND AMONG INDIVIDUAL LAMBS, MEAN YIELDS 
AND STANDARD ERRORS** AND NUMBERS OF LAMBS USED FOR. CARCASS YIELD STUDIES OF RANDOM LAMBS 
SELECTED WITHIN SIX, FOUR AND TWO POutmS OF EACH OTHER 
Selection Mean Square and Hean Square and Number of 





Male .ooa5 :s; .0045 .s .0107 .0006 .s .0007 _s .0009 
Female .0004 .S .0009 ;S .0054 .0003 .$ .0005 .S .0009 
Male .0018 ;S .0038 S .0116 .0006 .S .0008 S .0012 
Female .0002 .S .0006 .$ .0037 .0003 S .0004 .$ .0008 
Male .0014 .$ .0032 ;S .0133 .0005 .S .0008 S .0013 
Female .0002 .S .0006 .$ .0048 .0002 ;S .0004 ,S .OQlO 
C.L. = 
2 2 





X 0.025 X 0.975 
** S.E. a: standard. deviation 
~~ 
• 5222 ± . 002.3 
,51.36 ±. .0036 
• 5241 ± 0 0035 
.5137 ± .0039 
• 5281 ± .0049 









TABLE XVI MEAN SQUARES AND CONFIDENCE LIMITS* BETWEEN GROUPS AND AMONG INDIVIDUAL LAMBS, MEAN GRADES 
AND 'STA!.'WAR.l'l ERRORS** AND NUMBERS OF LAMBS USED FOR CARCASS GBADE STUDIES OF RANBOM--IAMBS 
SELECTED WITHIN SIX, FOUR AND TWO POlJNDS OF EACH OTHER 
'c':·),,"]:'_ 
Selection Mean Square and Mean Square and 
Weight Range Sex <LL. Between Groups C.L. Among Lall\bS 
M1ile 9 .35 < 18.64 < 53.66 = .. = .73 S .90 ;:£ 1.14 
Six Pounds 
Female 2.59 S 8.08 S 110.18 · .92 .$ 1.53 .S 3.07 
Male 6.05 :5 13.25 s; 48.62 
Four Pounds 
Female 2.03 S 6.3~ S 86.14 
Male .48 .S 1.15 .S 5.56 
Two Pounds 
Female 1.24 S 3.87 .S 52.73 
* C.L."" 














0 70 ;$ 0 94 s 1. 31 
1.02 S 1.87 S 4.47 
.59 S .90 S 1.46 
1~19 S 2.36 S 6.81 
*** Number of 
Mean Grade· SJ.!<LS.E_., Animals Used 
11.00 ± 011 
11.00 ±. .30 
11.01 ± .15 
11.05 ±. .37 
11.07 ± .14 
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